


Who are VOXED? 

VOXED deliver meaningful and creative exchanges with communities and
audiences across the UK. 

Our aim - to facilitate a space for us all to be creative, to move, to talk and to
share stories.

We create digital works, deliver live indoor and outdoor performances and co-
create with community partners and individuals, writers, film directors,
dramaturges and performers to create meaningful projects that are for, by
and with us all.

We have a successful track record of collaborating with co-producing and
commissioning partners to ensure we simultaneously engage and entertain
with our work whilst meeting ours and our partners goals. 



WHAT IS #GOGGLEDANCE?

#GOGGLEDANCE is a live performance that takes place right
outside the windows of its participants. 

The audience record themselves watching, joining in, answering
quick fire questions and getting creative. It's designed to be
joyous, inclusive and playful. 

After the live shows, the footage from the audience members
homes and our live performance is brought together in a high-
spirited mini-series distributed online for free.

Simples!



Why #GOGGLEDANCE? 

Health, well-being and connecting communities are at the heart of
#GOGGLEDANCE. More than ever, we have felt the need to create
projects that help people to heal, to be active and to connect with
others through fun, unique experiences that connect and
showcase local communities. #GOGGLEDANCE  gets families,
carers and people old and young moving, having fun and playing a
starring role in a one of a kind experience. 

#GOGGLEDANCE is a light-hearted way to showcase local
communities, care homes, the work of local councils or advocate
for a brand through a fun interactive format that feels akin to
Channel 4's Goggle Box.

#GOGGLEDANCE has helped fight the isolation and dislocation
experienced by some throughout the pandemic and continues to
do so beyond by reaching those less mobile and through its online
distribution building a greater sense of community and  cohesion. 



The story so far
Reached over 15

households across the UK,
including Happy Futures, a
residential care home for

those with special care
needs.

Received over 160,000
views on Facebook alone

Been presented in 7
different boroughs across
the UK and continues to be

commisioned 

Featured in local and
national press and t radio

stations

All content was free to
engage with at every stage

ensuring acess for all



What people are saying...
 

'If you could measure the success of it from the smiles on people’s faces, then oh my it was an absolute hit! '
 

'I would just like to thank you so much again for letting us be a part of it .’ 
 

‘Ah, what a blast! Just so nice to do something different. The dancer was amazing too’ 
 

‘Wow! That was just brilliant. I was crying with laughter watching our episode. Thank you’ 
 

‘10 out of 10’ 



What does a #GOGGLEDANCE episode look like?
 

 Check out the YouTube playlist here.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLxjBf3SBjriEJSl-d1HkI2DKPgumQUZ3E


Mentions and partnerships



Interested in hearing how #GOGGLEDANCE
could work in your borough, care home or
community? Get in touch using the contact

details below. 
 

VOXED Founder and Artistic Director  
Wayne Parsons  

 
Email: contact@voxeddancetheatre.com  

Phone number: 07949649049
 

Website: https://voxeddancetheatre.com/
 

VOXED Producer
Lise Smith

 
Email: lise.smith@gmail.com

 

mailto:contact@voxeddancetheatre.com
https://voxeddancetheatre.com/


FAQs

How much will this cost?
Due to variables in what the programme of activity can be, fees are dependent on the our partners needs
and scope of project. Please get in touch to discuss what you would be looking for. 

How do we keep our staff safe? 
Rehearsals can be carried out via Zoom if necessary. Social distancing will be observed through the
rehearsal and live moments. 

Will our audiences be safe?
This is the best thing about #GOGGLEDANCE, the audiences don’t leave their homes. There is no physical
interaction with the performers beyond watching them through the window. The only contact we have with
the audiences is a contactless drop-off of headphones through which the show is relayed, along with a
mobile phone on which we record. The entire project is COVID ready.

What are the digital outcomes of this project?
We will create a series mini-episodes bringing together the footage from the participants homes and the
live dance performance that is happening outside. We then add narration during the editing process giving
commentary, context and further information. 



FAQs continued…
 
Will I need to provide producer support?
Our local partner organisations have knowledge of their local communities. Tapping into this knowledge ensures
we successfully reach our and our partners aims for the project. Further details will be discussed and are adjusted
dependent on the specifics of the project and partner organisation.

What will we get for the fee?
Up to five bespoke live shows of around 12 mins each. All cast and crew are managed by VOXED. Each live show will
result in a 2-3 mins episode that together form your mini-series. One 40 second trailer. All thumbnails and
marketing copy for the digital releases. 

How many performances could you deliver a day?
We can deliver a maximum of 5 performances per day, dependent on the travel time between each location. 

Can others who aren’t being recorded see the show watch/observe?
Yes. We have 50 sets of headphones so anyone can watch and join in. We will only record those in the households,
not on the street. At present, due to our restricted number of recording devices we can film up to two households
per live show. If co-producing partners can provide additional Iphones, we may be able to increase this number
for greater reach and impact. 


